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Abstract: In this paper, a machine learning-based tunable optical-digital signal processor is demonstrated for a short-reach optical communication system. The effect of fiber chromatic dispersion after square-law detection is mitigated using a hybrid structure, which shares the complexity between the optical and the digital domain. The optical part mitigates the chromatic dispersion by slicing the signal into small sub-bands and delaying them accordingly, before regrouping the signal again. The optimal delay is calculated in each scenario to minimize the bit error rate. The digital part is a nonlinear equalizer based on a neural network. The results are analyzed in terms of signal-to-noise penalty at the KP4 forward error correction threshold. The penalty is calculated with respect to a back-to-back transmission without equalization. Considering 32 GBd transmission and 0 dB penalty, the proposed hybrid solution shows chromatic dispersion mitigation up to 200 ps/nm (12 km of equivalent standard single-mode fiber length) for stage 1 of the hybrid module and roughly double for the second stage. A simplified version of the optical module is demonstrated with an approximated 1.5 dB penalty compared to the complete two-stage hybrid module. Chromatic dispersion tolerance for a fixed optical structure and a simpler configuration of the nonlinear equalizer is also investigated.
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1. Introduction

The well-known increase in information rate is a particular concern for inter-data center communication due to chromatic dispersion (CD). Increasing the rate of information reduces the optimal reachable transmission [1]. Using an O-band for standard single-mode fibers, where the CD can almost be neglected, is one way to avoid needing to mitigate it. Nonetheless, transmission in the O-band has high attenuation, which reduces the length of the transmission link [2]. Alternatively, solutions in the C-band, which address the intersymbol interference induced by dispersion, can also be considered [3–5].

Coherent and direct detection (DD) systems are both possible technologies for C-band short-reach communication [3,6]. A coherent receiver has access to the amplitude and phase of the signal. Adding it together with digital signal processing (DSP), it brings with it huge potential to mitigate transmission impairments. However, inter-data center applications require cheaper and low-power transponders, which can be a challenge in these systems.

DD-receivers are the current alternative, but CD cannot be fully compensated in the digital domain as only the power is detected in the receiver. Different options for inter- and intra-data center
interconnection, as well as for mobile fronthaul application for operation on the C-band have already been discussed in recent years [4,5]. A few of them operate on PAM-4 modulation and different options for DSP-based receiver equalization, such as Volterra and maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) [7–9] and DSP-based pre-distortion, such as Tomlinson Harashima precoding and the kramers-kronig receiver [10,11]. Works with an on-off keying (OOK) modulation format have also been presented in the literature [12]. Recently, further signal processing technologies for this application range have been proposed, such as DSP-implemented neural networks [13,14] or silicon photonic-based opto-electronic reservoir computers with analog electronic processing [15].

Alternatively, optical dispersion compensation modules as fiber Bragg grating and dispersion compensation fibers are more commonly used to compensate for the CD in the optical domain. However, they are not easy to tune and need to be designed for a specific link. The latter also has issues with high attenuation and a large footprint.

Here, we propose a tuneable optoelectronic solution to mitigate the CD in DD systems. The processing structure we are investigating is located close to the approach using a simplified optical reservoir processor, discussed in [15], together with an NN digital processor [14]. This work is an extension of our preliminary results of [16]. Here, we improve the digital equalization by using a neural network equalizer and propose a simplification of the optical structure to reduce footprint. The optical module slices the signal into narrow frequency sub-bands and delays them accordingly to the CD, before recombining everything back into a single signal. Increasing the number of sub-bands improves performance, but increases complexity. Alternatively, we show that the performance can be improved using the optical component with fewer sub-bands if a further stage of equalization in the digital domain is also applied. Furthermore, a complexity reduction is demonstrated by using half of the proposed optical module structure together with an NN equalizer. This approach slightly reduces the gain, but can be attractive for inter-data center communication due to the reduced footprint. Finally, the number of neurons required for the NN equalizer is analyzed.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system description for short-reach communication and simulation setup. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 describe the hybrid signal process module. The former is the optical structure used to mitigate CD, and the latter describes the NN equalization and training process. Section 3 shows the simulation results starting with the complete hybrid structure and ending with a simplified version of it. Finally, in Section 4 we summarize the main conclusions of the paper.

2. System Description and Simulation Setup

We propose the following system for short-reach communication. At the transmitter, a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) maps the signal to an OOK modulation format with root-raised cosine (RRC) as pulse shaping. We believe that our method can be easily extended to a PAM-4 modulation format, which will be considered in our future works. The Mach–Zehnder modulator (MZM) is used to modulate the signal. A standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) propagates the signal, and an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) amplifies it. At the receiver, an optical band-pass filters the noise outside the signal bandwidth. Before detection, an optical module is used to pre-distort the signal to mitigate the CD. This process will be used to assist the nonlinear digital equalizer. A photodetector (PD) is then used to detect the signal, and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) converts it to the digital domain. A DSP with NN equalizer and RRC filter are used to equalize the signal. The optical module, PD, and NN equalizer are the proposed hybrid optoelectronic blocks used to mitigate CD for direct detection systems.

Figure 1 shows the simulation setup used to validate the proposed system. At the transmitter, the DAC is the assumed ideal and an OOK 32-GBd signal is generated with $2^{18}$ symbols, up-sampled to eight samples per symbol and filtered by a RRC filter (roll-off = 0.1). The digital signal is directly mapped onto the optical domain by assuming an ideal linear transformation. The MZM is assumed ideal in order to neglect its nonlinear transfer function as a source of degradation and to focus solely
on the impact of CD. The CD ($D = 16.4\ \text{ps/nm/km}$) is the only impairment considered in the optical fiber, and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is used to simulate the pre-amplifier at the Rx point. The noise variance and fiber length (accumulated CD) are swept to meet the target SNR and distance. The signal is then detected by a DD receiver.

Figure 1. Simulation setup.

Figure 2 shows different topologies of the receiver that is analyzed in the result section. For all of them, a second-order Gaussian filter (40-GHz bandwidth) is used as a band-pass filter, which reduces the noise-to-noise beating in the PD. Moreover, the RRC filter block (ADC is assumed ideal) is used as a low-pass filter to downsample the signal to one sample per symbol. Receiver (a) is used as a reference. No optical pre-processing or digital equalization is applied. Receivers (b) and (c) show the block diagram for digital equalization with NN and MLSE (more details in Section 2.2), respectively. Receiver (d) shows the block diagram for optical pre-processing using a complete optical module (more details in Section 2.1). Receivers (e) and (f) show the proposed hybrid solution to mitigate CD. The former is based on the complete optical module, together with the NN. The latter is the receiver with the proposed simplified optical module together with an NN, respectively.

The simulation results firstly show a comparison between the performance of optical equalization and electronic equalization, individually. This results are followed by the complete hybrid module. Secondly, we analyze the requirements of the optical module to mitigate CD in a hybrid system. Thirdly, we compare a simplified hybrid module with the complete hybrid module. Fourthly, we study the tolerance of the simplified and complete hybrid module to CD. And lastly, we investigate the performance of NN in both hybrid systems.

Figure 2. Receiver configurations.
2.1. Optical Pre-Processing

The optical module to mitigate the CD is based on the spectrum decomposition (SD) and spectral composition (SC) blocks [17]. SD is a technique in which the signal is sliced into narrow frequency sub-bands. The basic building-block for this process is a phase-tunable Mach–Zehnder delay interferometer (MZDI). Figure 3a is an example of a two-stage SD (four sub-bands). The orange dashed lines highlight the MZDI. The bandwidth of the sub-bands and the relative position of each other depends on the delay ($\Delta t_i$) and phase shift ($\Delta \phi_i$) of the MZDI. $i$ is the number of stages. Equations (1) and (2) describe it.

\[
\Delta t_i = \frac{1}{2 \cdot d_i} \tag{1}
\]
\[
\Delta \phi_i = \pi + k2\pi + \omega_1 \Delta t_i, \quad k \in \mathbb{Z} \tag{2}
\]

in which $\omega$ is the angular frequency where the signal’s power is maximized in the output upper arm of the MZDI and minimized for the other. The inverse delay, $d$, determines the distance in frequency where the maximum and minimum of the signal’s power is alternated in each output arm of the MZDI. For example, considering $\omega_1 = 2 \cdot \pi \cdot 12 \cdot 10^9$ rad/s and $d_1 = 8$ GHz, the signal’s power is maximized at 12 GHz and alternates between minimum and maximum power every 8 GHz for the output upper arm, and the opposite for the lower arm. For a two-stage SD, we considered in the first stage $d_1 = 8$ GHz and $\omega_1 = 2 \cdot \pi \cdot 12 \cdot 10^9$ rad/s. For the second stage we considered, $d_2 = 16$ GHz and $\omega_2 = 2 \cdot \pi \cdot 12 \cdot 10^9$ rad/s.

SC applies the inverse transfer function of the SD, and it is highlighted in blue dashed lines in Figure 3b. Perfect reconstruction of the signal is obtained if the SD is applied, followed directly by the SC. By knowing the transfer function of CD, a time delay and phase shift in each of the sub-bands of the SD can approach the inverse of the CD transfer function. The approximation increases in accuracy for increasingly narrower spectral slices. The values of the delay and phase depend on the number of sub-bands and the CD. The SD and SC structures, together with the delay and phase to mitigate the CD in each sub-band, is called the n-stage SD/SC Rx (Figure 4a) in this work.

Figure 3. Optical structure to slice the signal into frequency sub-bands (a) and reconstruct it (b).

Figure 4 shows the optical pre-processing modules. Figure 4a shows an n-stage SD/SC Rx, which is composed of $2 \times (2^n - 1)$ MZDI modules and creates $2^n$ sub-bands. Figure 4b shows a simplified version of the optical module. We are proposing to remove the SC part in the two-stage SD/SC structure. In this configuration, the optical module is acting as an optical pre-processing structure to assist the equalization process in the digital domain. The phase shift is not considered because the signal is directly connected to the PD. The different signals in the electrical domain need to be recombined and the equalizer can perform this operation implicitly. An addition of three PDs is necessary for receiving all four optical outputs of a two-stage SD. The performance of both optical modules is analyzed in the results section.
2.2. Digital Processing

Figure 5a shows a schematic of an NN equalizer [18]. It is a two-layer NN, performing regression, with L neurons in the hidden layer and eight neurons in the output layer (one symbol). A hyperbolic tangent function is used as an activation function in the hidden layer, while a linear function is used in the output layer. The number of inputs of the NN depends on the optical module. If the n-stage SD/SC Rx is being analyzed, there are five symbols (40 samples) in the input. Otherwise, the number of input symbols are five per PD, which means 200 samples for the two-stage SD Rx. It is important to highlight that the middle symbol of the input is the one being equalized (symbol #3). In this way, the NN can take into account the symbols’ neighbors’ interference. The input window is shifted by a symbol period. The n-stage SD/SC Rx (Figure 4a), together with the NN, is called in this work the hybrid n-stage SD/SC. The two-stage SD RX (Figure 4b), together with the NN, is the hybrid two-stage SD.

The weights of NN, group delay, and phase of CD mitigation of the optical modules are jointly trained when these variables are available in the simulation. The algorithm to update them is the stochastic gradient descent with adaptive moment estimation [19]. The loss function considered is the cross-entropy between the transmitted and received bits. During an entire simulation (2^18 symbols), all the trainable variables are kept constant and they are only updated when the next simulation starts. All the variables are updated at the same time after 600 iterations of the training process.

Figure 5b shows an example of a decided 8-bit sequence with seven memory MLSEs. The MLSE “m” memory is an algorithm with 2^m trellis states. The probability density function of the received sequence bits are first estimated, and then used to make the decision [9].

3. Results

All the results are shown in terms of SNR penalty at KP4 FEC, with a hard-decision BER threshold of 2.26 × 10^{-4} [20]. The SNR varies from 13 to 20 dB. Each simulation is repeated five times to measure the statistical relevance of the results.

3.1. Hybrid Signal Processing

Figure 6 shows the results comparing the performance of a complete hybrid optoelectronic structure. Figure 6a compares the optical and electronic equalization, individually. The black curve (right-side triangle) shows the result without optical or digital signal processing, namely our reference
system. The blue (circle), purple (square), and dark blue (upside-down triangle) curves are the ones with only optical pre-processing. We note that increasing the number of stages in the n-stage SD/SC structure increases the maximum transmission reach. As we better compensate the CD, the narrow slices are required [21]. Using four-stage SD/SC, a transmission of more than 574 ps/nm of accumulated CD (35 km of equivalent fiber) is demonstrated with less than 1 dB of SNR penalty at KP4, compared to a back-to-back transmission. The dark green (star) dashed line curve and yellow (upper triangle) dashed line curve are the digital processing for MLSE and NN, respectively. It is worth to point out that the seven-memory MLSE and the NN had similar performance. Using only electronic processing with an NN equalizer or MLSE, we showed a transmission of 164 ps/nm of accumulated CD (10 km of equivalent SSMF), considering a 0 dB SNR penalty at KP4 FEC compared to a back-to-back transmission. A difference between optical and digital performance can be clearly seen. As the phase is not accessible in the digital domain after the PD, such a difference appears [8].

Figure 6b compares the complete hybrid optoelectronic system with optical equalization only. The red (asterisk) and grey (diamonds) show the result for the hybrid processing. We note that it is possible to further mitigate the CD and increase the transmission reach by adding post-processing in the digital signal part. This post-equalization is mitigating the residual CD of the system. In other words, instead of adding more stages in the SD/SC structure, which increases the optical complexity, it is possible to transfer part of this complexity to the digital domain. Figure 6b shows an equivalent SSMF fiber transmission of 12 km (≈200 ps/nm) for a hybrid one-stage SD/SC module and 25 km (≈400 ps/nm) for a hybrid two-stage SD/SC module, considering a 0 dB penalty. Another observation is that the minimum SNR penalty is 0 dB for optical pre-processing, but less than 0 dB for electronic processing. This indicates that the optical module is trying to compensate only for the CD, while the electronic one is also trying to mitigate some of the effects of the square-law reception.

3.2. Delay and Phase Shift Impact on CD for Hybrid Two-Stage SD/SC

The CD transfer function shows that the modulated signal has a time delay and a phase shift effect during propagation. In this section, we investigate these effects considering the hybrid two-stage SD/SC structure.

Figure 7 shows these results. The blue curve (circle) shows the results achieved by applying only the time delay. The grey curve (diamond) shows the result of applying time delay and phase shift. These two curves show a similar performance, suggesting that the phase shift is not necessary. By applying only the phase shift (light green curve-square), instead, the performance worsens compared to using
only digital equalization (yellow curve-upper triangle). We can, therefore, conclude that delay is the most significant operation in the hybrid module to mitigate CD.

![Impact of delay and phase shift on optical EQ](image)

**Figure 7.** Simulation results to analyze the impact of delay and phase shift in the hybrid two-stage SD/SC structure. The receiver topology considered in Figure 2 is highlighted inside the parentheses in the legend of the figure.

### 3.3. Simplified Hybrid Processing Performance

In this section, we investigate the effects of simplifying the optical module by implicitly transferring the SC operation to the nonlinear equalizer.

Figure 8 shows a comparison between the two-stage SD/SC and two-stage SD optical modules in a hybrid topology with an NN (L = 16). Without the SC structure, a two-stage SD module still mitigates the CD with \( \approx \) 1.5 dB of the SNR penalty at KP4 FEC. We can also note that in the back-to-back transmission, there is almost no SNR penalty, which indicates that the NN is being able to regroup the four signals back into a single one.

![Simulation results to compare the hybrid two-stage SD/SC and hybrid two-stage SD/SC modules.](image)

**Figure 8.** Simulation results to compare the hybrid two-stage SD/SC and hybrid two-stage SD/SC modules. The receiver topology considered in Figure 2 is highlighted inside the parentheses in the legend of the figure.

### 3.4. Delay Tolerance for Optical Hybrid Processing

One of the challenges of the proposed optical modules was finding the optimal delay to mitigate the CD. This happened because we used the stochastic gradient descent with adaptive moment estimation to update the delay and the weights of the NN at the same time. This can make the convergence process more difficult. To avoid this slow convergence and simultaneously simplify the optical structure, we investigated the performance of the hybrid systems for a fixed delay at 12 km of fiber transmission. Figure 9 shows the tolerance to CD in this scenario. The hybrid two-stage SD has a CD tolerance similar to the case in which the optimal delay is calculated. In other words, almost no penalty is introduced by fixing the delay. In contrast, the hybrid two-stage SD/SC with fixed delay
showed lower CD tolerance. This might be an indication that the sensibility in the delay of the full optical structure (SC/SD) is mainly related to the SC section.

Comparing both modules with a fixed delay and 0 dB SNR penalty at KP4 FEC, the hybrid two-stage SD/SC shows a transmission of \(\approx 370\) ps/nm of accumulated CD (23 km of equivalent SSMF). The hybrid two-stage SD shows a transmission of \(\approx 300\) ps/nm of accumulated CD (18 km of equivalent SSMF).

Considering only the hybrid two-stage SD, there was no penalty for the distance from 7 to 18 km. Below 7 km, the performance with a fixed delay was higher, which could indicate a missing interpolation operation from the NN to adapt to a better time delay. For distances from 18 to 23 km, we note that the fixed delay had less penalty. However, the curve with optimal delay showed a higher standard deviation, which indicates a more difficult convergence for the trainable variables. Fixing the delay would mean simplifying the convergence for the NN and, for this specific amount of CD, it showed better performance. Considering the hybrid two-stage SD/SC, we note that there was no penalty from 8 to 13 km. Outside this range, the penalty increased faster compared to the optimal delay.

**Figure 9.** Simulation results when comparing optimal delay and fixed delay for 12 km of fiber length for hybrid processing. The receiver topology considered in Figure 2 is highlighted inside the parentheses in the legend of the figure.

### 3.5. Impact of the NN in Hybrid Processing

Figure 10 shows the impact of decreasing or increasing the number of neurons in the hidden layer for the NN. Figure 10a,b show the results for the hybrid two-stage SD/SC and hybrid two-stage SD, respectively. The delay is fixed considering a 12 km transmission. As a reference, a hybrid two-stage SD/SC with 16 neurons in the hidden layer with optimal delay is shown.

**Figure 10.** Analyzing number of neurons for the digital equalization in the hybrid structure.
Figure 10a shows that between 8 and 16 neurons is the optimal number of neurons in the hidden layer. For less than 8 neurons, the SNR penalty increases. For more than 16 we cannot see significant improvements. Although the NN could potentially find and adjust the optimal required delay, this is not happening even by increasing the number of neurons in the hidden layer. Increasing the number of neurons makes the convergence process more difficult. Figure 10b also shows that the ideal number of neurons in the hidden layer is also between 8 and 16. Similar behavior as Figure 10a for using less or more neurons is repeated here. Even considering the SNR penalty, using fewer neurons is still a possibility for the inter-data center scenario, because of the reduced complexity of the nonlinear equalizer.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we showed a tuneable hybrid signal processing system to increase the maximum transmission reach for a DD system. Considering only the optical part of the hybrid module (n-stage SD/SC), we demonstrated that adjusting only the delay in the middle of the optical structure was sufficient to mitigate the CD. The more transmission reach was desired, the more optical complex structure is required. Using a four-stage SD/SC, a transmission of more than 574 ps/nm of accumulated CD (35 km of equivalent SSMF) was demonstrated with less than 1 dB of SNR penalty at KP4, compared to a back-to-back transmission.

Using only electronic processing with an NN equalizer or MLSE, we showed a transmission with 164 ps/nm (10 km of equivalent SSMF) of accumulated CD, in the same scenario. Adding the NN equalizer as post-processing in the hybrid module, we transferred part of the complexity from the optical to the electronic domain. For a one-stage hybrid module (one-stage SD/SC + NN (L = 16)), we showed a CD mitigation of ≈200 ps/nm (12 km of equivalent standard single-mode fiber length). The tolerance was roughly doubled for a two-stage hybrid module (two-stage SD/SC + NN (L = 16)). Removing the SC from the hybrid structure (two-stage SD + NN (L = 16)) reduced the optical complexity module without losing the capacity of mitigating the CD. However, there was a ≈1.5 dB penalty compared to a complete two-stage hybrid module.

A key component to mitigate the CD in the optical modules is the time delay. We showed that it is possible to keep this delay constant for a specific range of transmission reach and simplify the optical structure. For the two-stage hybrid module and considering 0 dB SNR penalty at KP4 FEC compared to a back-to-back transmission, we showed a transmission with an accumulated CD of ≈370 ps/nm (23 km of equivalent SSMF) using the time delay for a 12 km transmission. For the hybrid two-stage SD, the proposal module, there was no penalty by fixing the time delay. At the same scenario, we showed a transmission with accumulated CD of ≈300 ps/nm (18 km of equivalent SSMF). Finally, we analyzed the required number of neurons in the hidden layer of the NN. For both structures, the ideal number calculated was between 8 and 16 neurons.
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